Lighter... stronger... it's the all-aluminum trailer you've been dreaming about...

Revolution

INDEPENDENT SLIDING AXLES

for better load distribution and easier compliance
It’s really simple...
Pull less trailer weight. Haul bigger payloads.

MAKE MORE MONEY.

- Lightest trailers in their class
- Biggest payloads in their class
- Lower operating costs
- Up to 3% better fuel economy
- Up to 30% longer tire life
- Advanced unitized technology
- Superior durability
- Unparalleled safety and security
- Revolutionary user-friendly design

Chain tie-downs are EASY to use and STRONG (5,500 lbs working load limit). You can slide them anywhere on the deck with ease, and then stow them away in an optional tool box rack when not in use.

The advanced design is accomplished with no holes in the mainbeams and no exposed crossbeams for greater strength and superior protection from corrosion. Electrical connections are concealed and protected from the elements for superior reliability. To back it up, our 10-year electrical system warranty covers the entire harness, all connections and LED bulbs. No more fooling around with electrical system problems!

The robust design features the strongest mainbeams in the industry backed by the Fontaine XtremeBeam Limited Lifetime Warranty*. Plus, there are no exposed crossmembers to collect debris. So you never need to crawl under the trailer to knock off the heavy mud, snow or ice to meet weight requirements.

The exclusive one-piece extruded aluminum siderail is rated as strong as steel and withstands impact damage better than steel!

Chain tie-downs are EASY to use and STRONG (5,500 lbs working load limit). You can slide them anywhere on the deck with ease, and then stow them away in an optional tool box rack when not in use.
Revolutionary design gives you a real world **COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE.**

Fontaine® Revolution all-aluminum trailers are the lightest, strongest trailers in their class with the biggest payloads! The sleek unitized design, made possible by proven technology borrowed from the aerospace industry, maintains the integrity of the trailer geometry under load and under centrifugal force. The unprecedented stability achieved by this design greatly reduces “side-bow” so properly secured loads won’t shift in transit. This important safety feature reduces the potential for dangerous rollover situations. Competitive trailers bend and flex as they travel down the road. This causes slack in the chains and straps so they flap in the wind... wear out faster... and the load is less secure. Revolution trailers virtually eliminate this problem providing greater safety and security. Plus, the reduced friction improves fuel economy up to 3% and extends tire life up to 30%.

See your local Fontaine Trailer dealer today or visit [www.fontainetrailer.com](http://www.fontainetrailer.com) to see the Revolution Tour video.

This cutaway photo shows that we did not eliminate the crossmembers... WE MULTIPLIED THEM! The floor is a continuous span of connected crossmembers providing superior strength, durability and structural integrity.

The All-New Fontaine Revolution SuperiorSlide™ features **INDEPENDENT SLIDING AXLES** so you can switch from front tandem to spread axle to rear tandem configurations with ease. It helps you balance your load better as you comply with axle-to-kingpin regulations in all 50 states and Canada.
Fontaine Revolution all-aluminum trailers are available in popular tandem, tridem, spread axle and slide axle configurations to meet the legal requirements of the U.S. and Canada.

### Revolution® 52 tandem flatbed
- Construction: All-aluminum
- Mainbeams: Aluminum
- Unitized friction-stir Aluminum Floor: Yes
- Concentrated load in 4 ft: 52,000 lbs
- Weight ± 3%: 8,348 lbs

### Revolution® 60 tandem flatbed
- Construction: All-aluminum
- Mainbeams: Aluminum
- Unitized friction-stir Aluminum Floor: Yes
- Concentrated load in 4 ft: 60,000 lbs
- Weight ± 3%: 8,620 lbs

### Revolution® 60 tridem flatbed
- Construction: All-aluminum
- Mainbeams: Aluminum
- Unitized friction-stir Aluminum Floor: Yes
- Concentrated load in 4 ft: 60,000 lbs
- Weight ± 3%: 10,270 lbs

### Revolution® Dropdeck
- Construction: All-aluminum
- Mainbeams: Aluminum
- Unitized friction-stir Aluminum Floor: Yes
- Concentrated load in 4 ft: 50,000 lbs
- Weight ± 3%: 8,600 lbs

See your local Fontaine Trailer dealer today or visit [www.fontainetrailer.com](http://www.fontainetrailer.com) to see the Revolution Tour Video.

*IMPORTANT NOTE: Axle placement and legal load ratings are dependent upon multiple factors including federal, state and local regulations, GAWR, and tire ratings.*